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Preface
With the objective of enhancing the capacity of local people in sustainable utilization and
management of coastal resources, SEAFDEC Training Department and the Department of
Fisheries of Thailand initiated and implemented the project on “Co-management in Coastal
Fisheries Management at Ban Thongkrog Village, Bangnamjued Sub-district, Lang Suan
District, Chumphon Province” in 2008. The project was aimed at improving the sustainability
of coastal resources as well as the local people’s livelihood and food security by enhancing
the people’s capacity and awareness on co-management, taking into consideration the
Philosophy of Sufficiency Economy, as theorized by H.M. King Bhumibol Adulyadej of
Thailand.
This demographic survey of the fishing communities in the project site was therefore
conducted in order to obtain the relevant baseline information of the communities. The
outcomes from this survey could be used as basis for the capacity building activities that will
be implemented under the same project. It is also expected that the outcomes from this survey,
as well as the lessons learned and the achievements from the project implementation, would
also be useful for the other development projects that may be initiated and implemented in the
area. It is our hope that through this project, the other Southeast Asian countries could adapt
in the future the initiative and approach, in specific locations of the respective countries that
have similar nature and feature as that of the project site.
Phattareeya Suanrattanachai and co-authors
July, 2010
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Abstract

The objective of the survey is to have obtained targeted village data and information for
understanding demography of the village and making a full use of the data and information
for the project implementation. The sites of the survey are Ban Thongkrog Village and Ban
Ko Pitak Village. The result of the survey illustrated that the fishing communities will become
elder society in accordance with respondents have age between 40-50 years old and higher
than 50 years old. Major and supplementary sources of income are fisheries and agricultural
sectors. Local respondents can earn daily income from fishing operation. Fishing capacities
are fishing boat length related to engine and fishing gears indicated local respondents as
small-scale fishers. At Ban Ko Pitak Village, value chain of fisheries sector can create
additional income by means of home-stay execution. This creative activity helps reducing a
pressure to aquatic resource, but entertaining tourists by experiencing in diving, fishing and
observing fishing operation. To sustain fisheries sectors as major and supplementary source of
income, the philosophy of sufficiency economy should be introduced and applied into the
sectors. Particular a means of reasonable and moderate of resource use should be placed top
priority guiding to the fishing communities in order to massively and optimistically enhance
aquatic resources for longer utilization and security of livelihood.

Keywords: demography of village, fishing capacities, small-scale fishers, the philosophy of
sufficiency economy
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Demographic Survey of Fishing Communities in Thailand:
Chumphon Province

Introduction
The Royal Government of Thailand is now on its Tenth National Development Plan
(2007-2011) [1], which continues to adopt the sufficiency economy philosophy. This
philosophy was introduced and practiced initially in the Ninth Plan (2002-2006) as a
means to progressively recover the deteriorating livelihoods of peoples affected by the
economic crisis since 1997. The philosophy of this sufficiency economy stresses on
the practice along the middle path of the three basic means of moderation,
reasonableness and self-immunity [2]. Along this vein, the Tenth Plan consists of five
strategies, namely: 1) human and social development; 2) building strong
communities; 3) highlighting on national economy; 4) focus on environmental issues;
and 5) emphasis on good governance.
The sufficiency philosophy is applied in every areas of Thailand’s development,
including the fisheries sector [3], with the Department of Fisheries (DOF) placing
emphasis on sustainable development of the fisheries resources. Strategies 3 and 4 are
focal strategies, serving as practical guidelines to bring together resource utilization,
economic activity and environmental impact to achieve sustainability of the fisheries
resources. Similarly, the United Nations Economic and Social Commission
(UNECAP) for Asia and the Pacific promoted Green Growth in Asia and the Pacific.
The Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC) takes the role as
major counterpart of the DOF of Thailand in the promotion of the focal strategies by
strengthening the local people groups’ management bodies. The application of comanagement concepts and practices will be put in place to encourage the
establishment of good institutions. Such concepts and practices, which will be
implemented considering the Thai Constitution and legal framework, specifically aim
to strengthen the capacity and the institution of fishing communities in particular with
fisheries co-management concept taking the center role in the sustainable
management of the fisheries resources.
The SEAFDEC Training Department (SEAFDEC/TD) has also taken the leading role
of promoting the Code of Conduct of Responsible Fisheries with the adoption of
specific regional guidelines that include the Regional Guidelines on Responsible
Fisheries Management and the Supplementary Guidelines on Co-management using
Group User Rights in Southeast Asian region [4,5]. Thus, fisheries co-management
concepts and principles, as defined in the two guidelines, are put into practice in the
relevant projects implemented by SEAFDEC/TD.
SEAFDEC/TD had also collaborated with the DOF of Thailand to implement the
project on Co-management in Coastal Fisheries Management at Ban Thongkrog
Village, Bangnamjued Sub-district, Lang Suan District, Chumphon Province starting
in 2008. The site was selected based on the information that the village had never
received any development activity from the DOF, and that the transfer of experiences
on coastal resource management from adjacent villages to the village site could be
made possible in order to share information and horizontally make connection among
the villages.
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The major objective of the Co-management in Coastal Resource Management Project
is to promote capacity building and improve awareness of local people to comprehend
and practice co-management in coastal resource management. At the same time, the
local people would also be able to organize and institutionalize the application of the
sufficiency economy philosophy in securing their means of livelihood.
Objectives and Methodology of the Study
Objectives
1. To obtain data and information that could be used for understanding the
demography of the village and for the implementation of the project; and
2. To relay the village data and information to the villagers to enable them to
understand the status and situation of the economic development of the village
as well as on the aspect of resource base management.
Methods
1. Design a questionnaire which would emphasize in obtaining demographic data
in general, as well as the status of the fisheries sector and the perception of
villagers in terms of their participation in resource management;
2. Define the sample size that could provide the necessary statistical data of the
village;
3. Interview the head of the village and the sampled villagers; and
4. Analyze the data collected by descriptive analysis and illustrate the results
using charts and tables with corresponding explanations.
Envisaged Outputs
1. Demographic data and information of the village are compiled and made
available.
2. The village status, situation, and needs are understood, and the problems are
addressed considering the priority needs of the villagers.
National Policy Broadly Adopted the Philosophy of Sufficiency Economy
The Royal Thai Government has developed a series of five-year national social and
economic development plans starting with the first plan in 1961. With assistance from
the World Bank after the end of the Second World War in 1957 [6], the Thai
government adopted the liberal market-oriented policies to chiefly develop the
country’s economy.
In order to put this policy into practice, a World Bank team suggested to the
government to develop a blueprint of the country’s economic development strategic
plan. This plan consisted of five components, namely: 1) provision of infrastructures
to facilitate development; 2) education and health services improvement coupled with
external financial and technical assistance; 3) promotion of foreign and local
investments to either encourage increased export of agricultural commodities or foster
industrial products as import; 4) strengthen the existing and new institutions to
manage the economic policies; and 5) encourage private entrepreneurs to handle
marketing with liberalization ([6], Ibid).
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The Royal Thai Government formulated the First National Economic and Social
Development Plan for six years from 1961 to 1966, which was followed by the
Second National Plan initially designed for five years (1967-1971). The latter pattern
has been used since then up to the Tenth National Development Plan. The first to fifth
national development plans placed great emphasis on technology transfer to the
agricultural sector to increase production and encourage liberalized market
development.
The adoption of the first five plans led to the rapid development of the Thai economy
but without prudent utilization of the resources, which resulted in over-exploitation of
the resources and degradation of the environment [7]. In terms of social aspects, such
rapid development on the contrary led to the severity of the country’s poverty issues.
The gap of incomes earned between the rich and the poor became very wide. Thus,
the Sixth (1987-1991) and Seventh (1992-1996) National Plans were broadly adopted
with the concept of sustainable development for the whole nation. This concept was
meant to alleviate the problems of resource deterioration, and mainly focused on the
agricultural sector’s development but certainly included the industrial sector. The
emphasis of the concept highlighted on the users’ awareness as well as on the
responsible and reasonable practice in the utilization of the resources that is friendly
to the environment.
During the first half of year 1997, the Thai economy faced severe financial crisis,
which caused huge impact and economic downturn and instability of the country’s
economic development. Recognizing such impact, the National Social and Economic
Development Board during the second half of the same year, reformed the national
development paradigm and approach. The paradigm was changed from economic-ledgrowth to human-centered development ([7], Ibid).
The Eighth National Plan was developed considering the Royal philosophy of
sufficiency economy as key guideline in the practice of human-centered development.
This Royal philosophy was broadly and continually adopted in the Ninth (2002-2006)
and the Tenth (2007-2011) Plans. These two plans stressed on the application of the
philosophy of sufficiency economy to all development sectors particularly in the
agricultural sector.
The Ninth National Development Plan was a framework for medium-term national
development consistent with the long-term vision [8]. Consistent with the Eighth Plan,
the Ninth also placed great emphasis on balanced development of the human, social,
economic, and environmental resources. The preference goal was the practice of good
governance at all levels of the Thai society in order to attain genuine sustainable
people-centered development.
As envisaged, the achievement of the Ninth Plan would be in the areas of economic
potential, where people in the communities would establish strong foundations for
social and community development incorporating good management systems at all
levels. The performance of the economic potential was envisioned to make Thailand
as regional economic center, particularly in primary agriculture, food processing,
tourism, education and technology.
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The Tenth National Plan, which has practically and continually demonstrated the
sufficiency economy philosophy, consists of five strategies, namely: 1) call for human
and social development; 2) build strong communities; 3) highlight on the national
economy; 4) focus on environmental issues; and 5) emphasize on good governance
[9]. These strategies are anticipated to accommodate the proper implementation of the
application of the sufficiency economy philosophy in different areas and sectors.
In the genuine practice of the philosophy of sufficiency economy, the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) Report in 2007 delivered six key messages
concerning the philosophy [10]. The key messages are as follows:
1) The sufficiency economy is central to alleviating poverty and reducing the
economic vulnerability of the poor.
2) The sufficiency economy is a means towards community empowerment and
the strengthening of communities as foundations of the local economy.
3) The sufficiency economy takes corporate responsibility to a new level by
raising and strengthening the commitment to practice, conducive to long-term
profitability in a competitive environment.
4) Sufficiency principles are vital for improving the standards of governance in
public administration.
5) The sufficiency economy can guide macro-economic policy making to
immunize the country against shocks and to plan strategies for more equitable
and sustainable growth.
6) Sufficiency thinking demands a transformation of human values, a “revolution
in the mindset” necessary for the advancement of human development.
The UNDP has targeted to send these messages to communities, corporations, civil
society and government in Thailand.
Recognizing the result of the rapid growth which appeared unstable with severe
problems of poverty, the Royal Thai Government has fully adopted a sustainable
long-term growth with the implementation of the sufficiency economy philosophy.
The philosophy of the sufficiency economy according to His Majesty’s remark
specified that:
“sufficiency means moderation, reasonableness, and the need for self-immunity for
sufficient protection from impact arising from internal and external changes. To
achieve this, the application of knowledge with due consideration and prudence is
essential. In particular, great care is needed in the utilization of theories and
methodology for planning and implementation in every step. At the same time, it is
essential to strengthen the moral fibre of the nation, so that everyone, particularly
public officials, academics, businessmen at all levels, adheres first and foremost to the
principles of honesty and integrity. In addition, a way of life based on patience,
perseverance, diligence, wisdom and prudence is indispensable to create balance and
be able to cope appropriately with critical challenges arising from extensive and rapid
socioeconomic, environmental, and cultural changes in the world [11].”
The philosophy of sufficiency economy based on the His Majesty the King’s speech
can be analytically summarized into three elementary steps [12]. The first step
involves inputs which are of major relevance to knowledge and morality (Chart 1).
The second step is the process of moderation, rationality and self-immunity system.
4

The last step points to the output performed in the harmonization of life, economy,
society and environment including equality, security and sustainability.

Input

Process

Output

Rationality
Balance of life,
economy, society,
environment

Knowledge
Morality

Moderation
Equality, security,
sustainability

Self-immunity

Chart 1. Three elementary steps of the sufficiency economy philosophy
Source: [7]

Application of the Sufficiency Economy Philosophy
In the agricultural sector
His Majesty the King delivered the introduction of the philosophy as a new theory
that emphasized on the local level such as the agricultural sector in particular [6].
Three simple steps of applying the new theory to agricultural sector development
were also clarified.
The first step involves the process of problem analysis of the households’ needs and
capacity assessment. For example, the problem of inadequate water supply was
commonly identified. The farmers should together solve the problem with partial land
donation for the construction of a reservoir or irrigation system. Since construction of
a water supply would incur a huge amount of money, this would eligibly call for
support from the responsible government agencies and other sources.
The second step is aimed to building up the attitude of self-help among the farmers.
They should gather neighbors who had the same common interest to work in groups.
The groups should be managed based on the concept and principle of cooperation.
This cooperative principle would make the groups credible in bringing down and
lowering the costs of raw materials as well as the consumer and social products.
Meanwhile, the group could be empowered in order to attain a bargaining power for
the marketing of their farmed products to the markets.
The last step was aimed at strengthening the business of cooperative stores to become
more credible. Credible business and financial management would make the
cooperatives eligible enough to approach much more funds or investments from credit
institutions and multinational corporations.
5

A concrete practice of the new theory in the country had been reported based on the
results of the intensive surveys conducted by Dr. Thunwa Jitsanguan of Kasetsart
University ([6], ibid). The practice of the new theory has been adopted in four basic
agricultural areas such as in integrated farming, agro-forestry, organic farming, and
natural farming management. These four types of practices were exercised based on
the principle of rationality, moderation and self-immunity.
In the non-agricultural sector
The introductory principle of the sufficiency economy philosophy was meant to be
applied to the agricultural sector. Many specialists who have much more
comprehensive knowledge on the philosophy suggested that the philosophy could also
be applied to the non-agricultural sectors, i.e. in manufacturing, services and other
non-agricultural economic activities.
The services sector could include tourism which covers the green and marine ecotourism activities that have been recognized as high potential sectors considering that
either green or marine eco-tourism is likely eligible enough to address poverty issues
and at the same time create job opportunities for the local stakeholders in particular.
Green eco-tourism is often and commonly found in the area of organic farming
management. This type of management returns the incentives to the owners to enable
them to continue the practice of their services without causing any harm to the
environment. Meanwhile, guests who join this tour will be educated on the cost of
organic farming products and management, and could therefore be encouraged to
consume organic farmed products.
Marine eco-tourism on the other hand, could also provide livelihoods and prosperity
to the fishing communities and give the chance to practice sustainable use of the
marine resources. Prosperity here means that the local stakeholders living along the
coastal areas are able to earn incomes by conducting a variety of eco-tourism services
in different scales of management. Such activities could include home-stay, fishing
for leisure, boat transportation, diving and snorkeling, restaurant and fish product
processing. These activities can be managed personally and/or cooperatively as local
business ventures to create job opportunities and provide incomes to local
stakeholders.
Recently, a number of small-scale fishers have been engaged in eco-marine tourism
services. Starting little by little, the fishers occasionally rent their boats to tourists.
The big amount of income earned from boat rentals had motivated them to fully
engage in this type of activity. As a result, many fishers have modified their fishing
boats into passenger boats equipped with life jackets. Basically, their boats have the
facilities required and specified by tourists based on their needs. Some fishers also set
up fish cage culture facilities attached with small huts constructed to serve as homestay for tourists.
The small-scale fishers’ entry into the eco-marine tourism services and the growth of
this sector could lead to the implicit alleviation of the conflicts and competition
among capture fishers. Generally, the fisheries resources are known to be already
over-exploited. One quarter of all fish stocks are exploited excessively over their
sustainable levels [8].
6

Alleviation of the fishers’ conflicts and competition would therefore imply the
reduction of fishing capacity and efforts, and eventually towards the reduction of
fishing pressure and addressing over-exploitation of fish stocks. Seemingly, the
fishers’ entry into eco-marine tourism or engagement in capture fisheries would
deliberately ensure them of certain sources of income.
Geography
Ban Thongkrog Village is within the territorial area of Bang Namjued Sub-District,
Langsuan District, Chumphon Province as shown in Fig. 1 [13]. The total population
of the village is 760 in 255 households [14]. The head of village clarified that fisheries
combined with agricultural households, comprised about 70% of the total households
of the village.

Fig. 1 Map of Chumphon Province
Remarks: 1. Mueang Chumphon; 2. Tha Sae; 3. Pathio; 4. Lang Suan;
5. Lamae; 6. Phato; 7. Sawi; 8.Thung Tako

Governance
The Bang Namjued Sub-district Administrative Organization (Ao.Bo.To.) was
established on 23 February 1997 and has a jurisdiction over a governing area of 52.36
km2. In addition, this local organization is responsible for developing, managing and
governing the well-being of Ban Thongkrog Village and other thirteen villages in the
same territories of the Sub-district. Recently, the organization has formulated its
three-year plan (2008-2010) which has been actively implemented.
7

The Site and Adjacent Village Survey
The survey was conducted by interviewing members from two villages, namely: Ban
Thongkrog Village and Ban Ko Pitak Village, where the former was the main target
village of the sampling survey, while Ban Ko Pitak Village was used to obtain
additional information. The reason for collecting data from Ban Ko Pitak Village was
because the Village Head has led his villagers to participate in the project. Therefore,
the project has proposed to establish a connection between the two villages working
together to promote coastal resource management activities. In addition, the head and
villagers of Ban Ko Pitak Village had collective experiences from their participation
and involvement in coastal resource management longer than the villagers from Ban
Thongkrog Village. Thus, the collective experience could be transferred from high to
low areas. Therefore, the survey could get an advantage by getting data from the two
villages for the project implementation and facilitating capacity building on fisheries
co-management for coastal resource management for all villagers.
The number of households sampled in each village was 19 (7.45%) and 15 (37.50%)
households, respectively, comprising mainly fisheries combined with agricultural
households (Table 1).
Table 1 Number of households and sampling number
Village name
Ban Thongkrog Village
Ban Ko Pitak Village
Source: [7]

Total households
255
40

Sampled households
19
15

% of total households
7.45
37.50

The geographic condition of Ban Thongkrog Village made it not easy to find the
respondents, because of the many cluster areas in the village. Thus, the survey
sampled only the households located along beach side and road side. Other major
households were located in the coconut and para rubber plantation areas. On the other
hand, Ban Ko Pitak Village is in a small island and all households are located along
the island’s beach. It was therefore easy to find the respondents as the number of
households was only 40.
Part I. Demography of Ban Thongkrog Village
1. Socio-economic Profile
The data collected on the socio-economic profile of the village consisted of gender,
age, education, size of the families, occupation of heads of families, manpower in a
family, etc. The results of the survey have shown the following information:
Gender
The male to female ratio of the respondents was 63%:37%, respectively (Table 2).
The heads of the sampled households were conventionally led by male. However,
since in some cases, housewives also accompany their husbands in carrying out
activities such as those related to agriculture, fisheries, etc., so they were also able to
give the necessary information during the interview.
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In addition,
a
thhe number of females among thee respondennts implicittly showed that
houusewives alsso assist in undertaking
u
g the househ
holds’ econoomic managgement.
Agee
Thee ages of thhe respondeents could be
b categorizzed into thrree groups, namely: lo
ower
thann 40 years old, betweeen 40-50 years
y
old an
nd higher thhan 50 yeaars old. Tab
ble 2
show
ws that majjority of thhe respondennts were already in thheir senior yyears, i.e. about
a
37%
% were morre than 50 years
y
old, 322% were between 40-50 years old, and 31% were
w
lesss than 40 years
y
old. Such
S
age trrend implies that the manpower
m
engaged in
n the
fishheries sectorr has the hiigh feasibiliity of being
g composedd of the oldder people. This
could mean thaat those youunger than 40 years olld could facce a big burrden in carrrying
out the commuunity’s econnomic development in the
t near futuure. This treend would need
n
a
thaat would seecure
the developmennt of futuree plans to innclude precautionary activities
the source of prrotein from
m fish for thee community.
Tab
ble 2 Gendeer and age of the resp
pondents at Ban Thongkrog Villaage
Gennder (%)
Male
63

Femalle
37

Lower than 40
L
31

Age (%)
Betweeen 40 - 50
3
32

Higher than 50
5
37

Edu
ucational Level
Thee educationaal attainmennt of the resppondents was
w found too be of only two catego
ories:
prim
mary school and junior school, whiich compriseed 84% andd 16%, respeectively (Fig
g. 2).
Thiss trend is commonly
c
found in ruural areas because
b
of the countrry’s educatiional
poliicy in the last four decades.
d
Inn order to easily com
mmunicate with the local
l
resppondents, it was necesssary to simpplify information that need to be deelivered.
Education levvel

Junior school
16%
Primary school
Jun
nior school

Prim
mary school
84%

Fig.. 2 Educationaal attainment of
o the responddents
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Family Members
The size of a family could mainly be considered from the number of family members.
Table 3 illustrates the number of family members which could be categorized into:
two, three, four, five and six persons per family. Similarly, Table 3 also shows that the
size of majority of the families was four persons in a family (42%), while the family
size of five and three persons per family was 26% and 21%, respectively. The number
of family members with more than three persons per family is a good sign for the
rural society as the community would be able to get the new generations to take care
of their parents and still sustain the society. However, the current high educational
policy of the country may cause the new generations to move from the rural areas to
urban areas as what is already happening in developed countries.
In addition, the survey also investigated the number of family members earning and
not earning incomes (Table 3) to understand the capacity of a family in taking care of
its family members.
Table 3 Family members of Ban Thongkrog Village
One
person

Two
persons

Three
persons

Four
persons

-

5

21

42

27

5

Family member has earned an income

11

63

21

5

-

-

Family member has not earned an income

59

23

12

6

-

-

Family member (%)
Number of family member

Five
Six
persons persons

Table 3 illustrates the number of family members earning incomes who could take
good care of their family members. The result of the survey showed that 63% of the
income earners belong to a family with two members followed by 21%, 11% and 5%
income earners belonging to three, one and five persons per family, respectively. This
result is related to Table 3, which also indicated that a family could be composed of
husband and wife and one child to three children. The two members of a family in Fig.
6 could refer to both spouses who carry out their fishing operations or as laborers. In
case of five family members earning incomes, this family could have children who are
already working.
On the other hand, Table 3 shows the number of family members who are not earning
income. The largest number (59%) belongs to the family of one person, 23% for two
persons, 12% for three persons, and 6% for four persons. The latter family could have
members who are babies or children still studying in schools or in vocational schools.
This information also seemed to indicate the need to have supplemental incomes to
support their child or children in school.
Major Occupations
The major occupations of the respondents are in the fisheries and agriculture sectors.
Fig. 3 shows that the major occupation (79%) was in the fisheries sector and 21% in
the agricultural sector (Fig. 3). This means that the community’s economy had been
driven by fisheries and agricultural products and their corresponding value chains.
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Thuus, the resppondents eaarned their incomes fro
om fisheriees by the uutilizing aqu
uatic
resoources and agriculture
a
b using theeir land for various kinnds of plantaations.
by
Major occup
pations

21%
Fisheries
Agriculture

79%

F 3 Major occupation
Fig.
o
of the
t respondennts

Suppplementaryy Occupatioons
Furtthermore, the surveyy also fouund that th
he responddents had supplemen
ntary
occuupations ass additionall sources of
o income. Fig. 4 shoows the caategories off the
suppplementary occupationns practicedd by the resp
pondents. The
T chart dissplays that 31%
werre related too agriculturee, 16% fisheeries and laabor with 377% comprissing the misssing
dataa. From furtther intervieews with thhe respondents, fisheriees had beenn considered
d the
major source of
o income because thhey can hav
ve daily inccomes, andd the additiional
sourrce of incoome could from
f
agricuulture-relateed activitiess especiallyy in the casse of
landd owners. In
I case of non
n land ow
wners, they
y are engaged in laborr in fisheriees or
agriiculture to earn additiional incom
me. Both major
m
and supplementaary occupattions
affirrmed that the
t responddents usuallly depend on fisheriees and agriiculture to earn
incoomes and drrive the com
mmunity’s economies.
e
Supp
plementary occcupations

16%
Fisheries

37%

6%
16

Labor
Agriculture
Missing data

31%

Fig. 4 Supplementaary occupation
ns of the respoondents
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As fisheries is an importaant economiic sector for the develoopment of tthe commun
nity,
the survey placced emphasiis on the nuumber of fam
mily membeers workingg in the fisheeries
secttor. The ressult shown in
i Fig. 5 revveals that tw
wo persons per familyy occupy cerrtain
jobss in the fishheries sectorr (58%), whhile 26% an
nd 16% hadd one and thhree personss per
fam
mily engaged in the fisheries sector, respecttively. Som
me respondeents added that
wheen two persoons per fam
mily are invoolved in thee fisheries seector, this ccould mean both
husbband and wife
w or fatheer and son, or
o brothers.. In case of both spousses, the husb
band
handles the fisshing operaation while the wife su
upports the activity byy collecting
g the
fishhes from the fishing boats.
b
Afterr returning to shore, thhe wife is responsiblee for
selliing the fressh fish prodducts to thee fish middlleman in thhe village. S
Some wivess are
alsoo responsiblle in fish processing
p
s
such
as craab meat proocessing, i.ee. from boiling,
takiing out the crab meat and sellingg the produ
uct to the middleman.
m
In case off one
persson engaged in fisherries, this coould mean that the huusband alonne does fishing
operration. The wife takes the responssibility of haarvesting annd selling thhe fish produ
ucts.
In thhis case, thee wife has lesser
l
burdeen than wheen she accom
mpanies herr husband to
t go
fishhing.
Family member works in fisheries
f
sector

16%

26%

One person
Two persons
Thrree persons

58%

Fig. 5 Family membbers working in
i the fisheries sector

Sou
urce of Fun
nds
i
d during thee survey as it
i was deem
med importan
nt to
Souurce of fundds was also investigated
deteermine how
w the responndents acceess to fundss for develooping and iimproving their
t
occuupation andd livelihoodds. The idenntified categ
gories of souurces of funnds available in
the communityy (Fig. 6) arre self savinngs money identified
i
b 21% of tthe respondeents,
by
folloowed by fish traders and
a informal financiall systems (eequally at 16%) whilee the
one million funnds combinned with sellf savings money
m
and the bank each contrib
buted
11%
%. The fishh trader pllays an im
mportant ro
ole in the developmeent of fisheeries
econnomies in the fishing communnities, whicch is a mooneylender,, investor, fish
distributor and fish processsor in somee communitties. The result of the ssurvey affirrmed
the role of fishh traders annd informal financial systems
s
as providers
p
oof loans to local
l
fishhers rather than
t
the Baank of Agriculture and
d Agricultuural Cooperratives (BA
AAC)
and the one miillion fundss provided by
b the Thaii governmennt. This sam
me trend caan be
obseerved in eveery fishing communityy in the who
ole country.
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So
ource of funds

%
25.00

21

20.00

16

15.00

6
16
11

11

10.00

5

5

5

5

5

5.00
0.00

F 6 Sourcess of funds acceessed by fisheers
Fig.

Bassically, a resspondent is a member of some forrm of finannce-related ggroups that also
servve as their source of funds like the Villagee Fund (Onne Million) group, fishery
grouup, savings group, connservation group,
g
BAA
AC, and Cooperatives ((CO-OP). Fig.7
F
illusstrates the membership
m
ps of the resspondents in each finaance-related groups serrving
as thheir source of funds.
Group mem
mber

5%

9
9%

Fisheery

5%

Villagge fund (one milliion)

5
5%
38%

Homeestay
Savin
ng group
Conservation group
BAAC
C

33%
5%

CO‐O
OP

Fig. 7 Membershiips in finance--related group
ps as the fisherrs’ source of ffunds

As shown in Fig.
F 7, the two big grooups are th
he Village Fund
F
(One Million) grroup
(38%
%) and savvings groupp (33%). The
T Village Fund grouup is fundeed by the Thai
T
govvernment to provide acccessible loaans with lo
ow interest rates
r
to all local resideents.
Undder the Villaage Fund grroup policyy, each villaage would be
b lent one m
million Bah
ht by
the Thai goverrnment to be
b allocated as soft loaans to local residents too improve their
t
capaacity in theiir livelihoodd or employyment.
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On the other haand, the savvings group was initiateed by local residents, w
where a resiident
can be a membber of the group with the commitment that certain am
mount of mo
oney
shouuld be monnthly deposiited in the group.
g
The committed
c
amount of m
money is based
on the
t capacitty of the reesidents. Thhus, if one resident coommits witth the grou
up to
deposit 100 Baaht every month,
m
then he or she has
h to deposit 100 Bahht monthly. The
grouup managess the funds including thhe savings money thatt is providedd as loans to
t its
mem
mbers. The amount of loan granteed to a partiicular membber is basedd on the am
mount
of money
m
depoosited by succh member.. The interest from thiss loan is alsoo low and itt has
a long-term reppayment perriod.
mbership Status
S
Mem
Thee results of the
t survey showed
s
thatt some resp
pondents aree not membbers of any local
l
grouups existingg in the village (Fig. 8).
8 The resu
ult showed that 68% aare memberrs of
exissting local groups while 32% are not members
m
off any locall group. Some
S
resppondents whho are not members of
o any group
p cited thatt they are rreluctant to join
any group becaause they do
d not wantt to be invo
olved in thee complicatted problem
ms of
grouup managem
ment.
Som
me of them
m said that they do noot get any informatioon concerniing the gro
oups’
estaablishment and
a activitiies. Some respondents
r
who used to be mem
mbers of cerrtain
grouups quitted after learniing of the groups’
g
poorr performannce especiallly in allocaating
the right to acccess the grouups’ activitiies or funds.
Traaining
t aspect of
o capacityy building, 74% of thee respondennts have noot attended any
In the
trainning prograam providedd in the village (Fig. 8),
8 while thhe other 26%
% had atten
nded
variious traininng sessions organized in and outtside the viillage. A laarge part off the
resppondents doo not attendd any traininng organizeed in their community
c
because off the
shorrt notice that is usuallyy given by governmen
ntal agenciees to the coommunity about
a
the training. Soome responddents are also reluctantt to join anyy training, bbecause they
y are
mes. For ex
xample, fishhers or laboorers have their
t
occuupied in eaarning their daily incom
dailly tasks thaat limit theem from jooining any training. However,
H
thhere were other
o
resppondents who
w
had beeen particippating in trraining programs, andd these aree the
mem
mbers of villlage comm
mittees, grouup committeees or even ordinary reesidents seeking
new
w informatioon that couldd improve their
t
occupaation and livvelihoods.
Mem
mbership status and participation in training
no

32

Member statuss

yess

68
74

Training
g

26
0

20
0

40

60

80

%

Fig. 8 Membber status andd participation
n of respondennts in training
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Thee respondennts were alsso asked whether
w
gov
vernment aggencies hadd provided any
assiistance to thhe village. The result of the surv
vey found that
t
only tw
wo governm
ment
agenncies such as
a the Depaartment of Fisheries
F
(D
DOF) and BA
AAC (Fig. 99) had prov
vided
them
m assistancee at 67% annd 33%, resspectively. The
T DOF foocused on thhe developm
ment
of small-scale
s
fisheries which
w
is coonsidered as
a importantt as the coommercial-sscale
fishheries and aquaculture
a
developmeent as specified in the Sixth Natioonal Social and
Ecoonomic Devvelopment Plan
P
(1987--1992). Und
der the national plans, the DOF exert
e
mucch effort inn stimulatinng the small-scale fish
hers to partiicipate in ccoastal fisheeries
resoources mannagement towards
t
coommunity-based fisherries managgement for the
susttainability of
o the resouurces. The managemeent packagee introducedd to the sm
mallscalle fishers usually
u
inccludes infraastructure construction
c
n, practice of responssible
fishheries, respponsible fish
f
processing dev
velopment, and fisheries reso
ource
enhancement.
Assistance from
m Governm
ment Agenciies
Thee local fisheers have reecognized that
t
before fisheries officials justt come to their
t
villaage to provide technicaal assistance and condu
uct fish lannding data ccollection. Now,
N
togeether with fisheries
f
offficials, the fishers
f
havee been invollved in crabb bank activ
vities
in order
o
to ennhance the crab resouurces whilee the fisherries officialls build up
p the
awaareness of thhe local fishhers on fishheries resou
urce enhancement. Estaablished in year
20008, the crabb bank activvity in the village hass been ongooing until aat present (year
(
2010).
Thee BAAC haas been an accessible source
s
of lo
oans for local villagerrs who are land
ownners. The baank has speccial policy to
t support lo
ocal farmerrs to get soft
ft loans to in
nvest
and improve thheir capacityy and produuction. How
wever, most fulltime loccal fishers could
not access succh loans froom the bannk because they do noot own landd to be useed as
colllateral for their
t
loans with the bank.
b
Fishin
ng boats annd gears arre not valu
uable
enouugh to gett loans from
m the bankk. Thus, th
he local fishers borrow
w money from
f
monneylenders and
a fish middlemen with high inteerest rates. The limitattion of access to
softt loans had pushed the fishers to heavily
h
exploit the fishheries resouurces in ordeer to
earnn incomes and be ablle to pay their
t
debts with the moneylende
m
ers. In ordeer to
alleviate such situation, thhe Thai govvernment and
a DOF esstablished thhe One Milllion
Funnd for each village, witth the savinngs and fishers’ group taking
t
the rresponsibilitty in
alloocating soft loans as micro credits to
t local resiidents and fishers
f
as shhown in Fig. 6.
Assistance from governm
ment agencies

33%
DOF
BAAC

67%

F 9 Assistannce received by
Fig.
b respondentts from governnment agenciees
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Thee abovemenntioned resuults of thee survey on
n the socioo-economic profile off the
com
mmunity gavve a scenarrio of the community’s potentialss, capacity and interestts in
general for thee communiity’s furtherr developm
ment and management.. The comp
piled
infoormation woould also bee useful in selecting th
he proper exxtension meethodology that
could be implemented in the
t communnity.
2. Fisheries
F
Seector
Thee fisheries sector is the key and credible facto
or in securinng food subbsistence forr the
locaal residents. The resullt of the suurvey confirmed that fisheries prrovide both
h the
major and suppplementary incomes too the villag
gers. In adddition, this ssector is highly
dynnamic in terrms of the geographic,
g
, physical and
a econom
mic factors such as seaason,
areaa and markket demandd. For the development of this sector, it iis necessary to
com
mprehend thhe capacity and
a practicees as fundam
mental infoormation thaat should bee put
in thhe right plaace in orderr that propeer strategiess and methoods could bbe developeed to
impprove the coondition andd situation of
o the sectorr.
Thee result of thhe survey showed that a similar 94%
9
of the respondents
r
s used only
y one
fishhing boat annd owned long-tailed (ooutboard pow
wered) boatt (Fig. 10). Meanwhilee, the
sam
me 6 % usedd two fishingg boats andd possessed both long-ttailed and innboard pow
wered
boatts.
Bo
oat ownership and numbe
er of boat used

6

Long-tailed and
a
inboard
i
powere
ed boat

2 boat
1 boat

Long-taile
ed boat

94
0

50
0

100
%

Fig. 10 Boat ownershipp and number of boats usedd by fishers

Fig.. 10 show thhat a fisher individuallly possessess and uses the
t long-tailled fishing boat
in fishing
fi
operaations, whille a few othhers have ow
wned long-ttailed and innboard pow
wered
boatts. Accordiing to the fishers,
f
they mainly use
u the inbooard powerred boats to
o go
fishhing and som
metimes use long-taileed boat for minor fishiing activity.. Some of them
t
lendd their boatss to their sons or cousinns who are also
a engageed in fishingg.
Thee capacity of
o the fishinng boats couuld be deterrmined by the
t length oof the boats and
engine power as
a shown inn Fig. 11 andd Fig. 12. As
A for the leength of the boats, majo
ority
are 10 meters (40%),
(
folloowed by 6 meters
m
(24%
%) and 12 meters
m
long ((18%) as sh
hown
in Fig.
F 18. For the boat enngine, the sm
mallest capaacity of engine used is 5 HP, whilee the
bigggest capacity is 115 HP.
H The moost common
n capacity of
o the boat engine useed in
the village is 8 HP. The innformation on boat cap
pacity is rellated to thee distance off the
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fishhing operations which is mostly near
n
the sho
oreline and the estimation of the fuel
costt for cruisinng the sea while
w
doing fishing
f
operrations.
Length of boat
%
50

40

40
30

2
24
18

20
6

6

10

6

0
6 m.
m

8 m.

10 m.

11.5
5 m.

12 m.

14 m.

Fig. 11 Length off boats populaarly used by fishers

Boat engine
e

110 HP.
9%

1115 HP.
9%

5 HP.
9%

H
6 HP.
9%

90 HP..
9%

85 HP.
9
9%

7.5 HP.
9%

75 HP.
9%

13 HP.
9%

8 HP.
1
19%

Fig. 12 Mosst common cappacity of boatt engine used in
i the village

d. A
Thee length off the boat and the booat engine used are statisticallyy correlated
resppondent usuually considders the invvestment cost when puurchasing a boat. Thus, the
fishhers are mosstly using thhe same lenngth of theirr fishing booats and boaat engines. This
meaans that theey usually go
g fishing inn the same area of thee fishing grrounds. Eacch of
them
m occupies a place in the
t same fisshing groun
nd with the customary practice of first
com
me-first servved.
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Thee fishing geear used couuld also determine thee trend of aquatic
a
resoource utilizaation
and exploitatioon includingg fish prodduction. Fig
g. 13 shows the three main typees of
fishhing gear used
u
in thee village, namely: sq
quid cast net
n used bby 55% off the
resppondents, Inndo-Pacificc mackerel purse sein
ne (15%), and collapsible crab trap
(11%
%). The usee of squid cast net and Indo-Pacifiic mackerell purse seinee is not allo
owed
duriing the cloosed seasonns in the Gulf
G
of Thaailand from
m 15 Februaary to 15 May
M
annuually. Collaapsible crabb trap can doo fishing op
peration thee whole yeaar round and
d the
peakk season iss during the rainy seaason from May
M to Auugust annuaally. The major
m
prodduction using the sqquid cast net
n comprises the Inndian squiid (Photolo
oligo
duvaucelii), while
w
the Inndo-Pacific mackerel purse seinee targets thhe short-bo
odied
macckerel (Rasstrelliger brrachysoma) and the collapsible
c
crab trap targets the blue
swim
mming crabb (Portunuss pelagicus)). These pro
oducts are thhe major ecconomic speecies
landded at the viillage.
Fishing ge
ear
60
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%

1
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Squid cast
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ullet gill Indo‐paacific
mackeerel
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Sandfish
gill net

Collapsible
crab trap

Crab gill
net

Squid trap

Fig. 13 Fishing gears used
d in the villagee

Thee major type of fishingg boats is long-tailed boat
b
ten meeters long, and the fishing
grouunds of thesse boats aree illustrated in Fig. 14 The report also showed the frequeency
of fishing
f
operrations by the fishers in the fish
hing groundds, i.e. in K
Ko Pitak (P
Pitak
Island) area (556%), in frront of Ko Pitak (22%
%) and Thhongkrog B
Bay (11%). The
t shorelin
ne is about 3,000
3
meters.
distance of the fishing grounds from the
F
Fishing
ground
56
6

60
%

40

22

20

6
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11

0
Front of Ko
Pitak
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Pitak

Bang Nam
Jued-Pak nam
m
chumphon

Hongkroke
bay

Ko Pitak are
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Fig. 14 Fishing grounds frequ
uented by fishhers

Thee fish caughht are primaarily sold to fish traderss in and outtside the villlage, as weell as
in reestaurants and
a to fish reetailers. Thee trend of th
he fish distriibution (Fig. 15) shows that
18

majority is solld to fish traders
t
in thhe village (39%), fishh retailers ((39%), Pak
ktako
villaage fish tradders (11%), restaurantss (6%) and outside
o
the village
v
fish traders (5%
%).
Fish distribu
ution
h trader
Pak tako village fish

11

Fish retailer

39

Restaurant

6

Outside village fish
h trader

5

Fish trader in thee village

39
20

0

40

60

%

Fiig. 15 Distribuution channelss of fish produucts

Thee fish traderrs in the village are not
n only playing the role
r
of distrributors of fish
prodducts from the villagee to urban markets, but
b also as key local capitalists and
patrrons of locaal fishers. As
A capitalisst, a fish traader lends money to ffisher-clientts to
builld boats, andd for the puurchase of thhe boat eng
gine and fishhing gear. A
As patron, a fish
tradder also lendds money too his fisherr-clients forr such expennses as hospitalization
n and
meddicines, andd also for the childreen’s educatiion, etc. Thhus, the fisher-clientss are
obliiged to sell their fish products
p
to the fish traaders to payy for their ddebts. Altho
ough
the fish trader does not chharge interest from loan
ns, he buys the fish prooducts from
m the
fishher-clients at
a prices muuch lower thhan the pricce in urban markets. Thhis is wheree the
fishh traders ussually gain profit by selling
s
fish products inn urban maarkets at prrices
highher than thee buying prrice. Recenntly howeveer, the fish trader is nno longer a key
capiitalist like before
b
becauuse the fisheers can now
w access loaans from othher sources such
as thhe One Million Fund group
g
as shoown in Fig. 6. Now, fish trading w
with local fisshers
invoolves only the
t fish retaailers althouugh the fish
h retailers do
d not proviide any loan
ns to
the local fishers. Howeveer, the fisheers can now
w sell theirr fish produucts to any fish
retaailer who caan give the best
b price.
Thee fishers usuually sell theeir fish prodducts fresh as
a reported by 89% of the respond
dents,
whiile about 111% said thaat they sent their produ
uce for processing succh as crab meat
m
(Figg. 16). The fish produucts landed at the villaage comprisse some speecies of fissh or
squiid that are sold
s
fresh. Crabs
C
whichh are caugh
ht by collappsible crab ttraps are wiidely
proccessed into crab meat, which is brrought abou
ut by two reeasons: the size of crab
bs is
smaall and coulld be sold fresh
f
at low
w price of 70-80 Baht/kkg, while thhe price of crab
meaat could be higher at more 200 Baht/kg. Su
uch strategyy could proovide increased
incoome for fishers and develop the fisheries economy in the villagee. Nevertheeless,
suchh strategy had
h been prromoted witthout due regard to thee sustainable utilizatio
on of
the crab resourrces.
Fish processin
ng
Crab meat
C
11%
N
No
89
9%

Fig. 16 Proocessing of fissh products
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The problems in fisheries were also investigated during the survey by asking the
respondents to identify the issues and to rank the severity of each identified issue
based on their pessimistic perceptions about the fisheries sectors. The problems in
fisheries sectors identified by the respondents are shown in Fig. 17. The top-three
serious problems identified by the respondents were degraded aquatic resources
(27%), low price of fish (23%) and high price of fuel oil (20%). The problem of high
fuel oil price which has been higher than US$ 1.00/liter (1.00 US$ = 34 Baht average
in 2008), has been continuously a serious issue since 2008.
It should be noted that the diminishing aquatic resources has been observed by the
villagers for more than ten years already. The respondents affirmed that they had to
invest more money to acquire new or additional set of fishing gear in order to sustain
their fishing operations. In spite of such improvements, the fishers reported that they
still continue to catch few fishes and the volume of fish catch remains small, and the
profit they could make is less than the operating cost.
On the other hand, the problems of low price of fish and high price of fuel oil are
uncontrolled problems which are caused by external factors. However, the low price
of fish might be caused by the monopoly system in the village and depend on the
demand and supply in urban markets. The high price of fuel oil has been
conventionally recognized by the demand in the world market.
Problems in fisheries sector
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Fig. 17 Most common problems in the fisheries sector

The identified issues were ranked by the respondents in terms of the severity of each
identified issue. Fig. 18 illustrates the ranking of the issues into five levels, with the
most severe problem ranked as level 5; severe problem as level 4; moderately severe
problem as level 3; less severe problem as level 2, and the least severe problem as
level 1. The result showed that the top three issues considered by the respondents as
most severe are degraded aquatic resources, use of illegal fishing gears and high price
of fuel oil, at 76%, 75%, and 63%, respectively.
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Fig.188 Severity of thhe problems in the fisheriess sector

On the degradaation of the aquatic ressources, the respondentts (76%) ratted this issu
ue as
the most severe or at leveel 5. Althouugh the issue on illegall fishing waas rated by only
7% of the totall respondennts as shownn in Fig. 17
7, its severitty was conssidered at about
a
75%
%. This issuue has beeen considereed serious as the enccroachment of commercial
fishhing in the fishing groounds of sm
mall-scale fishers
f
had destroyed the small-sscale
fishhing gears annd heavily exploited
e
thhe aquatic resources inn the areas 3 km away from
f
the coastal linee. This hass led to soccial conflictts between the commeercial-scale and
smaall-scale fishhers. On thee other hannd, high pricce of fuel oil was also ranked as most
m
seveere by 63% of the resppondents. Thhe results sh
hown in Figg. 17 and Fiig. 18 proviide a
scennario of the common prroblems andd the severiity of such problems
p
inn the villagee that
imppede the deevelopmentt of the fiisheries secctor. Thus, mitigationn measures are
requuired to redduce the pesssimistic ouutlook of th
he fishers and the villaage towardss the
fishheries sectorr, and improove the situaation for thee sustainability of the ffisheries secctor.
In order
o
to alleeviate the problems
p
in the fisheriees sector, alll stakeholdders particullarly
the fishers shoould assum
me the key roles in taaking actioons and parrticipate in
n the
m
thee activities.. The surveey also sougght for posssible
plannning, handdling and managing
soluutions that the
t responddents shouldd undertake to mitigatee the severee problems. The
idenntified meanns of solvinng the problems (Fig. 19) includee discussionn among fishery
grouups identifieed by 23% of the respoondents, sett up fishery groups (200%), and infform
villaage head annd inform government
g
on the pro
oblems (giveen the samee score at 18%)
1
and organize coooperatives also at 18%
%.
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Fig. 19 Possible solutions for the problems

As indicated by the respondents, discussing the problems among the fishery groups is
highly possible as the fishery groups could put high priority in taking actions to solve
the problems. Therefore, the respondents agreed that organizing the fishery groups
would be necessary as the groups could serve as reliable body that could unite the
fishers and other stakeholders and encourage them to participate in solving the
problems. Moreover, organizing cooperatives would also facilitate the gathering of
the fishers and stakeholders together and share their interests towards any economic
driven strategies. The other identified means that include informing the village head,
informing the government and discussing with relative only, imply that the
respondents personally thought of the authority and government officials to help solve
the problems rather than through their own participation in the problem-solving and
decision making.
The results of the survey confirmed that the fisheries sector is a crucial source of
major and minor incomes for the local residents particularly the fishers. Considering
the capacity of the fishing efforts based on boat length, boat engine and type of
fishing gear, it could be construed that fisheries in the village is small-scale. The main
fishing ground is less than 3 km away from the shoreline and reported to be abundant
with aquatic resources especially the areas around the Ko Pitak Island. The fish
products are sold fresh to fish traders living in the same village. However, several
problems that include degraded aquatic resources, illegal fishing operations and high
price of fuel oil have been considered as most serious and ranked by the respondents
at level 5. Some means of solving the problems have also been identified, and the
most important and proper solution suggested is by discussing the problems among
the fishery groups.
3. Fishers’ Participation in Coastal Resource Management
This part is intended to present a picture of the fishers’ participation in fisheries
resource management through their actions and the type of coastal resource
management (CRM) activities that the fishers usually participated in. The survey
investigated the number of fishers in Ban Thongkrog Village participating in the
relevant activities and the frequency of their participation as shown in Fig. 20. The
result shows that 36% of respondents received information, 32% participated in CRM
activities, fairly 21% participated in project planning, and least 11% supported the
budget for coastal resource management.
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Fig. 200 Fishers’ partticipation in CRM
C
related activities

Thee frequency of fishers’ participatioon was also surveyed in
i relation to their mod
de of
partticipation inn the CRM
M activities as shown in
i Fig. 21. The result shows a direct
d
relaationship beetween modde of the fishhers’ particcipation in CRM
C
and thhe frequenccy of
theiir participation. The moost frequentt (always) was
w apparennt in receiviing informaation
and supportingg the budgeet, as reporrted by 25% and 9% of the tottal respondeents,
O the aspecct of actual participation
p
n in the CR
RM activitiess, the frequeency
resppectively. On
wass merely alw
ways, oftenn and somettimes as ratted by 8%, 15% and 223% of the total
resppondents, reespectively.. Among thhe four mod
des or featuures, the fishers were less
invoolved in suppporting thee budget ass 82% rated
d this featurre as never and could have
h
alsoo been less interested on particippation in the project planning as 66% rated this
featture also as never.
Thee results shoown in Fig. 20 and Fiig. 21 affirm
m that the local
l
fisherrs in the villlage
have passive acction towarrds the CRM
M activities. This couldd be becausse they are only
handed down with the informationn concernin
ng the CR
RM activitiees and seldom
partticipate in the CRM
M activities. Thereforee, to strenngthen the local fish
hers’
partticipation, government
g
t agencies should co
onsider the conduct oof training and
exteension activvities to enaable the fishhers to learn
n and experrience in thhe actual pro
oject
plannning and in
i the implementationn of the CR
RM activities. Governnment agen
ncies
shouuld also haave a far-sigghted vision by encou
uraging the children inn the villag
ge to
attend the trainning and parrticipate in the
t activitiees.
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Fiig. 21 Frequenncy of fishers’ participation
n in fisheries-rrelated activitiies
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Thee types off CRM activities thaat the resp
pondents participated
p
in were also
inveestigated ass shown inn Fig. 22. The fisherss mainly participated
p
in such CRM
C
activities as fish
f
releasiing as repoorted by 34%
3
of thhe respondeents, mangrove
refoorestation (228%), beachh cleaning (223%), and artificial
a
reeef deploymeent (15%).
Fishers participated in CR
RM activities
Artificial reef
r
deployment

15

Mangro
ove reforestation
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Beach cleaning
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Fish releasing
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Fig. 22 Fishers’
F
particiipation in CRM
M and relatedd activities

In addition,
a
thhe frequencyy of fisherss’ participaation in eacch CRM acctivity was also
anallyzed as shoown in Fig.. 23. Fish reeleasing waas an activitty given thee highest ratte of
som
metimes, oft
ften and allways by 37%,
3
19% and 13% of the totaal respondeents,
resppectively. Although
A
m
mangrove
refforestation was well-kknown and a very pop
pular
activity, the fisshers particcipated in thhis activity
y only someetimes (31%
%) with equ
ually
% of the resppondents inndicated alw
ways and oftten, and 39%
% said they never took part
15%
in thhe activity.
Frequency of fishe
ers particiated in CRM actiivities
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Fig. 23 Frrequency of fishers’ particip
pation in CRM
M activities

here only small percenntage of fisshers
Conntinually, beeach cleaniing was an activity wh
partticipated in,, with 27% indicated thhey sometim
mes join, 188% said ofteen and only
y 9%
always particippated in thee activity. Artificial reef deploym
ment was aanother actiivity
wheere the fishhers said theey never orr only sometimes partticipated in as reported
d by
86%
% and 14%, of the respoondents resppectively.
a
is normally
n
ledd and suppo
orted by thee DOF whicch also prov
vides
Fishh releasing activity
the fish fingerllings, with the
t role of local fisherrs is just relleasing the fish fingerllings
intoo the waters. In order too make the local fisherrs strongly aware
a
of thee importancce of
fishh seed resouurces, the DOF
D
also foostered the crab
c
bank managemen
m
nt system to
o the
fishhing commuunity. The basic princciple involv
ves local fiishers donaating the grravid
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crabs to the crab cage bank to enhance the crab resources. This activity has provided
good experience and visible lessons to local fishers after they have recognized the
difference in the abundance of the crab seed resource between the pre- and post-crab
bank implementation. Explicitly, the local fishers have realized the importance of
utilizing the gravid crabs to optimally sustain the crab resources. However, the
implementation of this activity has its limitations during the monsoon season.
Beach cleaning is the simplest activity for the local fishers to participate in because
most of them have their houses along the beach, and can undertake such activity of
keeping the beach clean every day. The fishers understand that a clean beach could
give them better coastal environment in return. Certainly, the return is in terms of
enriched food chain and ends with abundance of the aquatic resources that could
secure the fishers’ means of livelihood and food security.
Mangrove reforestation is well-practiced in other fishing villages, and the local fishers
of this village had organized a mangrove reforestation activity. Unfortunately,
geographic condition of the village is not conducive for such activity especially
during the monsoon season when the re-planted mangrove seedlings have been
destroyed by the strong winds resulting in very low (about 1%) survival rate of the
mangrove seedlings. This had been a big obstacle in promoting the participation of the
local fishers in mangrove reforestation activity in this village.
Deployment of artificial reefs is generally carried out by the DOF, because
construction of artificial reefs would need a big amount of budget, and the local
fishers or local organizations do not have sufficient budget to construct the artificial
reefs. Thus, the local fishers’ participation is in the sharing of their knowledge and
experience especially on the appropriate location where the artificial reefs should be
deployed near the coastline. In a similar development, SEAFDEC collaborated with
the DOF and organized an on-site training for the local fishers in February 2009, on
fish enhancing devices (FEDs) construction and installation. The main objective of
the FEDs is to aggregate the fishes which is also one objective of the artificial reefs.
The FEDs had been developed from the traditional fish aggregating devices (FADs).
FADs and FEDs are of the same shape and have the same objective but the difference
is only in the materials used where coconut leaves are replaced with ropes, bamboo
poles and sticks with polyethylene pipes, and sand sacks with concrete blocks used to
sink the FEDs. Thus, FEDs is a low cost device that local fishers can construct using
recycled materials and deploy in the sea to gather the fishes for convenient fishing
operations. In some cases, FEDs could also serve as a substitute for artificial reefs.
4. Perceptions of Fishers on the Future of Fisheries
The last part of the survey was an investigation of the respondents’ perceptions of
how they forecast and assess the fisheries sector in the next five years. The result
shown in Fig. 24 specifically indicated that the fishers perceived the aquatic resources
and fisheries economies would be seriously getting worse as reported by 83% and
78% of the respondents, respectively. The other issues on establishing fisheries group
or networking, marine environment, and fisheries community would be unchanged as
rated by the respondents at 86%, 60% and 57%, respectively.
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Fiig. 24 Fishers’ perceptions of the fisheriees sector in thee next five yeaars

How
wever, suchh trend as pictured by thhe fishers co
ould still bee avoided m
more particullarly
the continuous degradation of the aquuatic resourrces. If unadddressed, thhis issue will be
disaastrous and will have a domino--effect on the
t fisheriees economyy and mean
ns of
liveelihood of the
t fishing householdds. The pro
oblem couldd then leadd to poor food
secuurity in thee fishing coommunitiess as the fissheries ecoonomy wouuld certainly
y be
distressed by thhe degradedd aquatic reesources. Th
herefore, inn order to avvoid the im
mpact
r
deggradation too the decliniing fisheries economy,, local fisheers should trry to
of resource
reduuce their dependence
d
on capturre fisheries and creatte or seek additional and
suppplemental sources
s
incoome to securre their hou
useholds’ ecconomies.
Thee fishers’ foorecast of the
t marine environmeent suggesteed two trennds: the maarine
environment could
c
be eiither unchaanged or peerhaps som
mething worrse could even
e
happpen. To prrevent the worse
w
trendd from occcurring, locaal fishers sshould conssider
asseessing the possible
p
caauses of thee worsening
g of the marine
m
envirronment, which
w
could include poor
p
garbagge managem
ment, irresp
ponsible disposal of waaste water from
f
houuseholds, buurning of gaarbage, etc.. Whether such
s
actionss are mitigaated or not, the
govvernment aggencies, loccal fishers and other residents should interract and seet up
prevventive meaasures in ordder to save the marine environmennt from furtther degradaation.
Onee of the sugggestions maade that couuld ensure th
he health off the marinee environmeent is
the production of organic fertilizers from
f
organiic householdd garbage aand reductio
on of
houusehold wasste water beeing drainedd to the sea.. In additionn, by avoidding the burrning
of garbage
g
the communityy could conttribute to th
he reductionn of green hhouse gas ass this
wouuld diminishh the emissiion of carboon dioxide.
On the social aspect,
a
orgaanizing intoo groups or networkingg has been predicted to
t be
unchhanged butt could eveen get worrse, which could also be true foor the fisheeries
com
mmunity. As shown inn Fig. 8, 32% of total respondentts are not m
members off any
exissting local groups. This implies that
t
the loccal people’ss group is nnot empow
wered
enouugh to leadd in communnity developpment and managemen
m
nt. In a worrse scenario
o, the
villaage would not be ablee to avail of
o any assisstance or might
m
get litttle or migh
ht be
considered low
w priority beecause of its poor perfo
formance in gathering tthe local peeople
and organizingg themselvess as a groupp.
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Summary (1)
The socio-economic profile of Ban Thongkrog Village provides the information on
the basic structure of the community that includes gender, age, education, and
occupation. The particular occupation indicates how the villagers utilize the local
resources and create job opportunities. Major and supplementary occupations are
concentrated in the fisheries sector where the fishery resources constitute the state
property. Under the constitution, fishery resources have open access that everyone can
utilize. The local fishers of the village mostly possess a long-tailed fishing boat and
small-scale fishing gear such as squid cast net, Indo-Pacific mackerel purse seine,
collapsible crab trap, sandfish gill net, crab gill net, mullet gill net and squid trap.
Each type of fishing gear has its corresponding main target aquatic species such as
squid, crab, sandfish, cuttlefish, and mullet caught during the different seasons of the
whole year.
Long-tailed fishing boat is dominant along the coastline of the Gulf of Thailand where
fishing is done up to 3 km from the shoreline. The length of long-tailed fishing boat is
lower than 14 m and defined as small-scale fishing boat, thus, the local fishers could
also be considered small-scale fishers.
With regards to the problems in fisheries, aquatic resource degradation, low fish price
and high price of fuel oil are the top-three obstacles that impede the economic
development of fisheries. To alleviate these problems, responsible fishing practices
and the philosophy of sufficiency economy should be introduced and demonstrated to
the local fishers. Responsible fishing practices should focus on reasonably exploiting
the aquatic resources such as harvesting only the marketable size and non-gravid
fishes, use of legal mesh sizes, avoid the use of non-selective fishing gears, etc. Such
practices are harmonious with the philosophy of sufficiency economy especially on
the principle of reasonableness. The output of being reasonable and responsible would
positively point towards massive and abundant aquatic resources, so fishers would
spend less time in fishing and use less amount of fuel oil. A marketable size fish
product can provide good income to fishers even if the price of fish is low, thus can
secure the fishers’ individual incomes and means of livelihood, and eventually lead
the village towards achieving self-reliance particularly in the fisheries sector. The
application of the philosophy of sufficiency economy could also prevent and alleviate
untoward violence that could emanate from the aforementioned problems as this
could lead to the sustainability of the aquatic resources. Concerned government
agencies should therefore take actions to make the local fishers and other stakeholders
understand as well as exercise the principles of the philosophy of sufficiency
economy.
Local people should gather people with the same interest and/or career. The people’s
groups in the village were concerned with loans and savings systems or communitybased credit system like the village (One Million) fund group, savings group, BAAC
and CO-OP. Although there is a fishery group, it has no involvement in allocating
loans to its members, where a loan could be used to improve one’s capacity of
engaging in an occupation or to improve one’s living condition. On the other hand,
the credit and savings groups have no activity that could encourage their members to
participate in coastal resource management. Nevertheless, the participation of all
group members and other stakeholders in coastal resource management had been
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promoted with particular support from the DOF. In this case, the coastal resource
management activities include fish releasing, beach cleaning and mangrove
reforestation, which are conducted in accordance with the DOF policies and plans.
One of the means of strengthening the local fishers’ participation in coastal resource
management could be gleaned from the development of a crab bank by the local
fishers in collaboration with the DOF starting in 2007, which was meant to enhance
the crab resources, and the local fishers in the village established a group to follow-up
the crab bank activities with assistance of fishers from Ban Ko Pitak Island Village.
The fishers had since then recognized the result from the crab bank operation from the
new recruitment of crab resources that can be observed along the shoreline. This
means that the local fishers and stakeholders are willing to participate in coastal
resource management, although there was also recognized lack of consultation and no
leading entity or person to encourage the fishers to take part in the management.
Thus, in order to get more support from other stakeholders, the crab bank group
should attain good results and should make other stakeholders aware of such
particular concern especially on how the activity can contribute to the value chain in
the village economies and to secure the food chain of the aquatic resources. This
rationale could promote the development of a strong linkage between the fisheries
sector with the other sectors of the village through the harmonization of the
philosophy of sufficiency economy specifically in the principle of building up the
network for integrated management of the resources in the village.
Ban Thongkrog Village has the capacity and is abundant in local resources that could
develop the village economy through the fisheries sector. In addition, the village has
powerful workforce comprising the local fishers and other stakeholders, who had been
recently and actively involved in conducting some coastal resource management
activities. Thus, the adoption of responsible fishing practices and the philosophy of
sufficiency economy could be actively promoted to alleviate the severity of the
problems that impede the development of the fisheries sector and put an end to the
degradation of the fishery resources, the weakening of the environment and the
deterioration of the society.

Part II. Demography of Ban Ko Pitak Village
5. Socio-economic Profile
Gender
The respondents, comprising 15 households (37.5 %) of the total 40 households in the
village, provided the information on their contribution to the community development
and resource management activities. The gender of the respondents as shown in Fig.
25 consisted of male (60%) and female (40%), which implies the increasing role of
women in household economics. The women respondents also gave information as
required in the questionnaire.
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Agee
Thee age of the respondentts was categgorized into
o three levels, i.e. below 40 years old,
40-550 years old
o and above 50 yeears old. The
T
result (Fig.
(
25) sshows that the
resppondents agged below 40 years old comprised 20%, 40-500 years old 60% and ab
bove
50 years
y
old 200%.
Thee result alsoo shows thaat the popuulation of th
he communnity has a laarge numbeer of
worrkers or maanpower thaat could coontribute to
o the develoopment of the commu
unity
econnomics connsidering thee number of
o people in the age levvels below 440 and betw
ween
40-550 years olld. Howeveer, the comm
munity may
y be dominnated by thhe older socciety
afteer ten years because of the consideerable numb
ber of people now agedd between 40
0-50
yearrs old and above
a
50 years old.
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F 25 Gender and age of thhe respondentts from Ban Ko
Fig.
K Pitak Villagge

Edu
ucational Level
Thee educationnal level off the respoondents varied from primary scchool to under
u
gradduate levelss (Fig. 26), where a laarge portion
n of the resppondents (447%) complleted
the primary schhool while 20% finishhed high sch
hool level, junior
j
schoool and diplloma
% equally), and under graduate levvel (7%).
(13%
Ed
ducation leve
el
13
3%

7%

Primaryy school
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Junior school
s
High school
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20%

Bachelo
or

13%

Fig. 26 Educational attainment of the respond
dents from Baan Ko Pitak V
Village

Thee various levvels of educcational attaainment of the
t responddents could pprepare them
m to
undderstand sim
mple skills and
a technology being transferred
t
to the village. As a matter
m
of fact,
f
the respondents who
w have completed
c
higher educational levvel can hellp in
explaining or guiding
g
the other villaggers to understand anyy informatioon coming from
f
the governmennt.
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Family Members
The size of a family which was investigated through the number of family members
could provide the implicit information on the community’s basic needs and resource
utilization to secure the well-being of the families. The result (Fig. 27) shows that the
family size composed of three members was 40%, two and four members equally
comprising 27%, and five members 6%. The present trend of a single family
comprises the spouse and one child or two or three children, which varied from that of
the last three decades where a family engaged in agriculture or fisheries, needed more
children to serve the manpower needs of the family.
Therefore, the current living condition could be very high especially in terms of the
educational expenses of the children, thus the parents now has to plan the number of
children they expect to have with due consideration of their incomes.
Number of family member
Five persons
6%
Two persons
27%
Four persons
27%
Three
persons
40%

Fig. 27 Size of family in Ban Ko Pitak Village based on number of family members

The survey also investigated the number of family members who are and are not
earning incomes (Fig. 28 and Fig. 29, respectively). The result (Fig. 28) shows that
the number of family members earning income on the average was two persons (60%)
followed up by one person (27%) and three persons (13%).
Family member has earned income
Three
persons
13%

One person
27%

Two persons
60%

Fig. 28 Family members of Ban Ko Pitak Village who are earning income
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Thee result is noot surprisinng because two
t
family members eaarning incoome could mean
m
bothh husband and
a wife gooing togetheer to fish, in
n order to reduce
r
the ooperational cost
sincce they do not
n need to pay for hirred labor. For
F three meembers, perrhaps the faather
and two sons or parents with one chhild, are eaarning incom
me. Howevver, in a fam
mily
therre could alsoo be members who aree not earning income. As
A indicatedd in Fig. 29
9, the
infoormation waas grouped into three categories of family members, i.e. unspeciified
num
mber of fam
mily memberrs (28%), onne member and two meembers equally compriising
36%
% each. For one or two family mem
mbers not eaarning any income, proobably thesee are
chilldren in school lower thhan the highh school lev
vel. In this case,
c
the fam
mily has to earn
morre income too take care of
o such fam
mily memberrs.
Family memb
ber has not eaarned income
e
Not specified
28%

Two persons
3
36%

One person
36%

Fig. 29
2 Family meembers of Bann Ko Pitak Villlage who are not earning inncome

Majjor Occupaations
Majjority of the respondennts from Ban Ko Pitaak Village were
w
engagged in fisheeries,
whiile some aree engaged inn labor andd village heaad at 80%, 13% and 77%, respectiively
(Figg. 30).
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Fiig. 30 Major occupation
o
of the responden
nts from Ban Ko
K Pitak Villaage

As explained in the introdduction, Bann Ko Pitak Island is suurrounded bby sea, thuss the
locaal villagers including thhe respondeents are mo
ostly engageed in fisheriies. Others who
have insufficient funds forr investmennt in fishing
g operationss are into hiired labor doing
d
any kind of jobb available in
i the villagge.
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Suppplementaryy Occupatioons
In addition,
a
some responndents alsoo earned additional
a
income from
m doing some
s
suppplementary livelihoodds. The result
r
(Fig.. 31) indiicated six categoriess of
suppplementary occupationn, i.e. fisheries, labor, agriculture,
a
home-stay,, grocery sto
ores,
Agriculturre appearedd as a major
and agriculturre combineed with home-stay.
h
m
suppplementary occupationn as identifieed by 39% of the respoondents whiile labor, ho
omestayy and groceery stores were also equally ideentified by 15% of thhe respondeents.
Althhough cocoonut plantattion is the major agriccultural acttivity in thee village, some
s
resppondents alsso buy landd to plant ruubber trees. Home-stayy is anotherr activity th
hat is
rapiidly progresssing and developing
d
a the villag
at
ge. One resppondent, w
who is running a
hom
me-stay activvity, cited that
t
good inncome could
d be derived from hom
me-stay serv
vices
for tourists, annd added thaat many intterested tourrists are quueuing for a home-stay
y and
boooking a reserrvation coulld take morre than one month
m
to geet confirmedd.
Morreover, a home-stay
h
a
activity
could also pro
ovide relatedd value chaain activitiees to
otheer villagers such as nigght fishing, diving, and
d fishing opperation obsservation. Thus,
T
hom
me-stay couuld be a goood source of
o supplemeentary income for villlagers as it also
suppports the grrowth of releevant value chain activ
vities.
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Fig. 31
3 Supplemenntary occupatiions of respon
ndents from Baan Ko Pitak V
Village

Sincce fisheriess had been the majorr occupation
n in the viillage, the composition
n of
fam
mily memberrs interestedd to work inn the fisheriies sector ass source of m
manpower, was
alsoo investigateed. As show
wn in Fig. 32,
3 the fam
mily memberrs working in the fisheeries
secttor compriseed two perssons (73%),, one person
n (20%), annd three perssons (7%). Two
T
perssons workinng onboardd a fishing boat could
d be the spoouse or boaat owner an
nd a
laboorer, while one personn working on
o board co
ould mean the fisher hhimself. On
n the
otheer hand, three personss working onboard co
ould includee the fatheer, son and one
laboorer who coould be a couusin or distaant relative..
Family memb
ber works in fisheries
f
secto
ors
hree
Th
perrsons
7
7%

One person
20%

Two persons
73%

Fig. 322 Family mem
mbers of Ban Ko
K Pitak Villaage working inn the fisheriess sector
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Sou
urces of Fun
nds
Thee respondennts also avaailed of thee accessiblee sources of
o funds inn Ban Ko Pitak
P
Villlage in ordder to carryy out and/oor further develop
d
theeir capacity and effortts in
engaging in vaarious relevaant occupattions. Fig. 33
3 shows thhe various sources of funds
fu
in thhe village, i.e.
i the fish trader, BAA
AC, self sav
vings, One Million
M
funnd, and inforrmal
finaancial system
ms. The reesult of the survey also indicatedd the three most imporrtant
sourrces of funds identifieed by the reespondents,, i.e the Onne Million F
Fund comb
bined
withh Self Savinngs (37%) followed by
b the fish traders
t
(21%
%), and infformal finan
ncial
systtems (14%).
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Fig. 33 Soources of fundds for fishers in
i Ban Ko Pittak Village

Thee One Milliion Fund was
w the villaagers’ mostt important source of loans with low
inteerest rate, similar
s
to the
t One Million
M
Fund
d also orgaanized at B
Ban Thongk
krog
Villlage. The fish
f
trader is also ann important fund provvider especcially when
n the
resppondents aree short of caash to pay for
f their children’s tuitiion fees, fisshing operattions,
etc. However, such system
m of dependdence makees the fish market
m
monnopoly stronger
wheere the fish trader has higher barggaining pow
wer than thee fisher-clieents. In ordeer to
mitiigate the strrong fish market
m
monoopoly by the fish tradeers, the DOF
F facilitated
d the
orgaanization off a central fish
fi market in
i the villag
ge by the local fishers, where the local
l
fishhers can briing all theiir fish prodducts to thee central market
m
and tthe staff off the
centtral market take the fissh products to sell to fish traders outside
o
the vvillage who
o can
givee better pricces for suchh fish produucts. In the establishme
e
ent of this m
market, the local
l
fishhers should share the transportatio
t
on costs forr bringing the
t fish prooducts from
m the
villaage to the fish
f traders outside the village. Fro
om such praactice, the llocal fisherss are
ablee to gain cerrtain profit based on thhe total amo
ount of fish sold multipplied by the fish
pricce, althoughh the local fishers
f
had to pay also
o for the serrvice chargge to the cen
ntral
marrket for the operating cost of the market.
m
Unfo
ortunately, the
t operatioon of the cen
ntral
marrket and its services deeclined after three yearrs because of the dimiinishing inteerest
of thhe local fishers in partticipating inn the activitty and in seelling their fish produccts at
the central marrket.
Thee local people group is a grassrootss society wh
here the meembers assem
mbling togeether
have similar innterests, prooblems and needs. Local people’s groups in K
Ko Pitak Issland
werre establishhed by the governmennt to suppo
ort both the funds annd managem
ment
systtem. Fig. 344 shows the types of local people’s groups ideentified by the respond
dents
and the most popular off which is the One Million
M
Funnd group foollowed by
y the
wom
men’s grouup (44% annd 22%, resspectively). In addition, the locaal villagers also
initiiated the hoome-stay (9%
%) and tourrism (4%) groups.
g
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Fig. 34 Membership of fishers from
m Ban Ko Pittak Village in local people’ss groups

Loccal People’ss Groups
Thee existing loocal people’’s groups inn the villagee were the same as thee groups in Ban
Thoongkrog Villlage. More particularlyy, the One Million
M
Funnd group waas supported by
govvernment baased on a national policy impleemented inn the wholee country. The
estaablishment of
o the womeen’s group was
w stronglly supportedd by the heaad of the villlage
to develop
d
thee capacity of the woomen in paarticipating in the villlage econo
omic
development. The
T womenn’s group had
h been traained in prrocessing off fish produ
ucts,
sew
wing clothess, and produuction of otther value added
a
produucts. Althouugh the wo
omen
have the skills to work in groups andd produce lo
ocal productts, their actiivities had been
b
constrained byy the limiteed number of memberrs participaating in thee production of
ups were thee newest grooups assem
mbled
grouup productss. The homee-stay and toourism grou
in thhe village by
b the local people. Thee members of the hom
me-stay grouup provide room
r
servvice to touriists who couuld stay in the village. One night stay wouldd cost aboutt 450
Bahht includingg three meaals. Some members
m
allso provide fishing obbservation trips,
t
boatt rental for fishing, annd diving trrips for tourrists. Some members ccoordinate with
otheer local fishhers for boaat rentals inn order that tourists coould go fishhing and div
ving.
Succh services offered
o
the opportunityy of distribu
uting the vallue chain off home-stay
y and
incoome to manny villagers.. Some locaal fishers citted that the recognizedd income gaained
from
m home-staay and tourrism could be high and
a even much
m
more profitable than
unddertaking fisshing operattions.
Mem
mbership Status
S
Thee membershhip status off the responndents in loccal people’ss groups alsso confirms that
86%
% of total reespondents are membeers of certaiin groups existing
e
in K
Ko Pitak Issland
whiile 14% indicated that they
t
are not members of any grouup. It shouldd be consid
dered
thatt participatinng in a grouup means thhat a member should shhare either interest or need
n
and participate in group work
w
and maanagement.
In addition
a
to determining
d
g the status of
o membersships of fishhers in peopple’s groupss, the
survvey also invvestigated the
t functionn of a mem
mber particippating in a group. Fig
g. 35
illusstrates thatt the threee basic fuunctions aree collective and soccietal to grroup
mannagement. The
T functionns identifiedd by the resspondents arre as head oof a group rated
r
at 6%,
6
and group
g
comm
mittee andd group meember rateed equally at 47% each.
e
Connsidering thhat there aree various loocal people’s groups inn the villagee, it is thereefore
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posssible that a villager could be a meember of more
m
than onne group buut with diffeerent
funcctions.
F
Function
in gro
oup
Head of
group
6%

Member
47%

Group
committee
47%

Fig. 35
3 Functions of
o members in
n the people’s groups

Traaining
Cappacity buildiing is a vitaal activity too develop th
he local peoople’s skills and knowleedge
in order
o
to praactice and understand
u
well an inn
novative tecchnology annd informattion.
Thee result (Figg. 36) whiich indicatees that 80%
% of the reespondents had underg
gone
trainning althouugh the othher 20% haad never beeen trained,, also sugggests that a big
num
mber of villlagers could help in developing
d
further thee various ooccupations and
releevant activitties in the village.
v
The training acctivities orgaanized for tthe local peeople
werre on coastaal resource managemen
m
nt such as central markket managem
ment, crab bank
b
mannagement, and
a
environment-relatted activitiees such as beach cleeaning, garb
bage
mannagement, etc.
e In addition, traininng on volun
ntary comm
munity securrity from crrime
and terrorism, was
w also coonducted in the village.
Training
3, 20%
Neveer
Yes
1 80%
12,

Fig. 36 Participation off fishers in traaining activitiees conducted at
a Ban Ko Pitaak Village

Assistance from
m Governm
ment Agenciies
Sevveral forms of assistancce have beeen provided
d by the govvernment annd other rellated
agenncies to thhe villagerss of Ko Piitak Island. The typees of assisttance (Fig. 37)
idenntified by thhe respondeents come from
fr
govern
nment agenccies, the priivate sectorr and
peopples’ founddation. A giggantic part of
o assistancce comes froom the DOF
F (31%) as well
as from
f
BAAC
C (31%). These
T
two agencies mainly
m
suppport the loccal villagerrs to
impprove their capacity
c
in their occuppation in fisheries andd agriculturee. Public heealth
agenncies also provide
p
assistance in terms of educcating the villagers
v
andd facilitating
g the
caree of their heealth and hyygienic condditions.
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P
Village by governmennt and other reelated agenciees

6. Fisheries
F
Seector
Sincce the majoor occupatioon of the reespondents is in the fisheries
fi
secctor, the fishing
capaacity and effort were also
a
investiigated durin
ng the surveey in order to compreh
hend
how
w the fisheriies sector coontributes too the develo
opment of the
t communnity’s econo
omy.
For fishing cappacity, the survey
s
assesssed the num
mber of fishhing boats uused. The reesult
indiicates that 80%
8
of the total respondents used
d only one fishing boaat while ano
other
7% had two fishing
f
boaats used in fishing acctivities. Thhe remaininng 13% off the
w
case they
t
might be workingg as laborers for
resppondents haad no fishingg boats in which
the other fishinng boats.
Morreover, the fishers’ boaat ownershipp was obserrved to be reelated to nuumber of fishing
boatts used. Figg. 38 show
ws the boat ownership by type off fishing booats, which also
illusstrates that 80% of thhe respondeents owned
d long-tailedd boat (outtboard pow
wered
boatt), while thhe other 7%
% used two boats, i.e. one
o long-taailed boat aand one inboard
pow
wered boat, while
w
the reemaining 133% do not use
u any of boat.
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Fig. 38 Typpes of boats ow
wned by fisherrs in Ban Ko Pitak
P
Village

Thee length of a boat is ann additional parameter for determiining the fisshing effortt. As
show
wn in Fig. 39,
3 in Ko Pitak
P
Island the most popular
p
size of boat is 12 m long used
u
by 40%
4
of the total responndents. Thee lengths off the other commonly
c
uused boats were
w
10 m and 8 m, used by 20%
% and 13%
% of total fish
hers, respecctively.
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Fig. 39 Lenngths of boats used
u
by fisherrs in Ban Ko Pitak
P
Village

Thee capacity of
o the boat engines ussed had beeen observedd to be of vvarious sizees as
show
wn in Fig. 40.
4 The moost popular size of boat engine waas 100 HP uused by 34%
% of
the respondentss while the smallest waas 7 HP used by 9% off the responddents.
Bo
oat engine caapacity
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Figg. 40 Capacity of boat enginne used by fish
hers from Bann Ko Pitak Villlage

Thee findings onn the capaccity of the fiishing boatss such as leength and enngine as weell as
ownnership couuld indicatee that the fishers
f
in the
t island are small-sscale especially
considering thaat the most common booats used arre less thann 14 m long. Moreoverr, the
m as the fishhers live in
n the
distance of thee fishing grround is cerrtainly less than 3 km
villaage. Thus, their fishinng grounds are located
d in areas which are 3 km from
m the
coasstal line whhich could also
a mean massive
m
com
mpetition am
mong the loccal fishers from
f
Bann Thongkrogg Village annd Ban Ko Pitak
P
Villag
ge.
Thee dominant types of fisshing gear used
u
in fishiing activitiees usually reeflect the taarget
speccies in the aquatic resoource utilizzation. The result obtaiined from tthe survey (Fig.
(
41) showed thhat in Ban Ko Pitak Village,
V
thee fishing gears
g
used bby 32% off the
resppondents aree the crab gill
g net, fishh gill net by
y 28%, squiid trap alsoo by 28%, squid
castt net (6%), and
a shrimp trammel neet (6%).
Crabb gill net is chiefly useed because this
t fishing gear can bee used in fisshing operattions
duriing the whhole year. The
T target species is the blue swimming
s
crab (Portu
unus
pelaagicus). It has
h been nooted during the survey that the fishhers from thhis village have
h
stoppped using the collapssible crab trap
t
after th
hey recogniized that thhe trap wass not
propper to prom
mote responnsible fishinng in the village.
v
In the past, thhe fishers used
u
colllapsible crabb trap to taarget the bluue swimmin
ng crab witthout sortinng and seleccting
the marketablee size. As this had raapidly and severely leed to decliine of the crab
resoources alongg the coastt of the villlage, the fisshers agreed to organiize a crab bank
b
mannagement too enhance thhe crab resouurces by don
nating graviid crabs intoo the bank cage.
c
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Witth the fisherrs’ participaation in thiss activity, th
he fishers obbserved thaat the numbeer of
crabb seeds in the
t locality had been abundant.
a
Moreover,
M
inn order to ssustain the crab
resoources and secure theirr livelihoodds, the fisheers in the viillage agreeed to stop using
u
colllapsible crabb trap for att least moree than five years
y
alreaddy, an agreem
ment which
h has
becoome a sociaal rule of thhe village annd thus, thee collapsiblee crab trap had compleetely
disaappeared froom fisheriess in the villaage.
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4 Fishing gears used in Baan Ko Pitak Village
V

Squuid trap is thhe second most
m populaar fishing gear employyed in the viillage, targeeting
the rainbow cuuttlefish (Seppia pharaonnis), which is the mainn product off the villagee and
soldd at the cenntral fish market
m
of thhe village. The
T other fishing
fi
gearr is fish gilll net
whiich targets any
a speciess of fish deepending on
n the seasonn. The mosst common fish
speccies caught are sardines, mackerell, mullet, etcc.
Squuid cast net is operatedd at night tim
me during the new mooon, targeting the splendid
squiid (Photolooligo duvauucelii). Shriimp tramm
mel net is used
u
in latee Novembeer to
beginning of February
F
annnually, to harvest sh
hrimps and prawns w
which comm
mand
highher prices thhan the otheer fish prodducts. During the Northheast monsooon season from
f
Novvember to February,
F
thhe fishers do
d not usuaally go fishhing every day, especially
wheen wind is very
v
strong because
b
theey are using small fishinng boats.
Ko Pitak Islannd could bee defined ass a small issland basedd on its lannd area, butt the
y the
waters surrounnding the issland is very appropriiate for fishhing as meentioned by
resppondents annd shown in Fig. 42. In terms of major
m
fishingg ground, thhe Ko Pitak area
is thhe most abuundant areaa exploited by 43% off the responndents, the front area (east
(
direection) of Ko
K Pitak Islaand by 36% and the bacck (south diirection) of Ko Pitak Issland
by 14%.
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4 Fishing groounds most freequented by fishers
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from Ban Ko Pitak V
Village
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Disttribution off fish in Bann Ko Pitak has
h six chan
nnels as shoown in Fig.. 43, which also
indiicates that the intermeediate channnels of fissh distributiion are thee fish tradeer of
Villlage No. 133, another fish
f
trader in
i the villag
ge, fish tradder in Langg Suan Disttrict,
fishh retailer, fish trader off Paktako Sub-district,
S
, and the frresh markett. Fish tradeer of
Villlage No. 13 is the bigggest fish tradder among all the fish traders in the village. This
wass observed because
b
51%
% of the reespondents had traded with such ffish trader. The
secoond most poopular fish distributionn channel iss the fish retailer identiified by 21%
% of
totaal respondennts.
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Thee fish produccts caught by
b local fishhers are usu
ually sold freesh to fish ttraders (Fig. 43),
whiich has beenn practiced by
b 86% of the respond
dents while the other 7%
% sell theirr fish
prodducts after processing these as booiled fish combined
c
w dried squid, and dried
with
d
squiid (Fig. 44). However, boiled fish combined with
w dried squid,
s
and ddried squid only,
are meant for different
d
fish traders, because
b
such
h products are
a directlyy sold to visitors
or tourists.
t
Coonsidering that these products are
a value added
a
produucts, these can
provvide more inncome to fishers.
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Morreover, the respondentts also exprressed som
me problemss in the fishheries secto
or as
show
wn in Fig. 45, which include coonflict betw
ween fishers identified by 20% off the
resppondents, loow price of fish (17%),, and aquatiic resourcess degradatioon (16%). Other
O
probblems suchh as limitedd fishing grround, illeg
gal fishing,, conflict bbetween outtside
fishhers, and hiigh price of
o fuel oil were equallly rated att 7% by thhe respondeents.
Addditionally, mangrove
m
deeforestationn and polluteed water weere identifieed by 6%, while
w
marrketing and polluted airr (3%), andd a small portion of thee respondentts (1%) thought
thatt high price of bait was a problem.
39

The conflict between small-scale and commercial-scale fishers usually occur when the
small-scale fishers lost their fishing gear during the fishing operations due to the
presence of commercial fishing boats in waters which are 3 km away from the
coastline. On the other hand, the conflict among the small-scale fishers is not a serious
problem because most of them are friends or relatives and the compensation for lost
or destroyed fishing gear could be easily discussed and compromised. Each smallscale fisher is also aware of the informal policy of exploiting the same fishing ground
on a first-come-first served basis.
Low price fish is often found in many fishing communities where there is strong fish
market monopoly and the fishers become dependent on the fish trader. In the Ban Ko
Pitak Village however, the fish trader dealing with the local fishers cited that he has
no bargaining power to negotiate the fish price with the fish trader in the urban areas,
but he sets the price of the fish sold in fish market in the urban areas which includes
transportation costs.
Aquatic resource degradation in the waters of Ban Ko Pitak Village could be caused
by the increasing number of fishers and fishing efforts with the fishers not practicing
responsible fishing operations. This condition has also contributed to the increasing
and serious conflict among fishers who compete for the exploitation of the aquatic
resources in fishing grounds which are 3 km away from the coastal areas.
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Fig. 45 Problems in the fisheries sector of Ban Ko Pitak Village

The problems in the fisheries sector were also assessed during the survey considering
their severity (Fig. 46) using five levels, i.e. level 1 to level 5 from less severe to most
seriously severe, respectively. Among the problems mentioned in Fig. 45, aquatic
resources degradation and low price of fish were ranked as the most seriously severe
problems (level 5) by 40% of total respondents. Meanwhile, the conflict between
fishers and high price of fuel oil were also considered most seriously severe problems
by almost 30% and about 38% of the respondents, respectively. The other serious
problems identified by more than 10% of the respondents were illegal fishing and air
pollution.
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Fig. 46 Severity of the problems in fisheries in Ban Ko Pitak Village

The respondents were also asked to identify some means of dealing with the problems
specifically considering the respective severity of such problems. In Fig.47, the
identified solutions to the problems were ranked in ascending order of the severity.
The result showed that 25% of respondents identified the conduct of discussions
between the fishery groups equally important with informing the government of the
problems.
The respondents also suggested that the problems could also be solved by establishing
the fishery groups, informing the village head and organizing cooperatives (18%, 18%
and 14%, respectively).
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Fig. 47 Means to solving the problems suggested by fishers from Ban Ko Pitak

In addition to the identification of the means that could solve the problem, the survey
also investigated the frequency of the fishers’ participation in discussing the problems
and finding solutions to the problems. The result as shown in Fig.48 indicated that the
frequency of the fishers’ participation in the discussion between the fishery groups
was often as reported by 43% of the respondents. The respondents (29%) also often
informed the government while 40% and 20% indicated that they informed the village
head always and often, respectively. The means of setting the fishery groups was also
considered as often and always by 20% (equally) of the respondents. However, the
least participated means was the setting of cooperatives affirming that the respondents
41

(75%) had never participated in discussing this option as means of solving the
problems.
The result shown in Fig. 48 clarifies that the local fishers often shared their ideas
during the discussion among the members of the fishery groups. Since this is a basic
participation, the groups could be strengthened by providing them with training on
how to summarize their ideas and prioritize the important issues during the
discussions. As for setting up of the fishery groups, this would need the support from
government agencies in terms of encouraging the local fishers to assemble and
establish the fishery groups. However, most local fishers have little experience in
setting up cooperatives or organizing grocery shops at the least. Through the
cooperatives, the income from shop management could be used as investment cost of
the shop with the profit returned to the members or used to set up revolving loans to
members, etc. On the other hand, although some local fishers inform the village head
or government on the problems, they still continue to ask for help from village or
government officials in making decisions or actions.
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Fig. 48 Frequency of fishers’ participation in finding solutions to the problems

7. People’s Participation in Coastal Resource Management
People’s participation in coastal resource management is important key and approach
for the sustainable use of the coastal resources, and the fishers would be the key
persons who should be involved in coastal resource management activities. Thus, the
survey also investigated the fishers’ participation in the activities and the frequency of
their participation, the results of which are shown in Fig. 49 and Fig. 50, respectively.
Specifically, Fig. 49 indicates the four major activities that the respondents from Ban
Ko Pitak Village had been involved in, i.e. participating in CRM activities by 35% of
the respondents, participating in the project planning by 31%, received information
also by 31%, and supporting the budget only by 3%.
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In Fig.50, the frequency of the fishers’ participation in CRM and related activities are
assessed using five levels, i.e. always, often, sometimes, rarely and never. The results
showed that most of the respondents (73%, 64% and 50%, respectively) always
participated in receiving information, participating in project planning and
participating in CRM activities, respectively. Nevertheless, 80% of the respondents
indicated that they had never participated in supporting budget.
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Fig. 50 Frequency of fishers’ participation in CRM and related activities

Based on the results shown in Fig. 49 and Fig. 50, the fishers’ participation has been
largely on receiving information continually. This means that the local fishers open
their minds to receive and look for more information to keep them updated.
Although the fishers’ participation in project planning may not have been more
frequent, a number of fishers always participate in the activity. Through such
participation, the local fishers can apply their local knowledge and skills in practice in
order to develop and improve their respective communities. The fishers’ participation
in the CRM activities had also been moderate but they indicated that they always
participate in the CRM activities. In fact, the local fishers already have long
experience in terms of their involvement in CRM through self-initiation and with
support from the government. Lastly, the fishers’ non-participation in supporting the
budget is not surprising. In fact, the large portion of the fishers had never participated
in the activity, because the fishers could not derive supplemental income from other
sources while the income they receive from the fisheries sector could only support
their household needs.
Specifically, the types of CRM activities that the fishers participated in are clarified in
Fig. 51. Such activities include fish releasing, beach cleaning, mangrove reforestation,
artificial reefs deployment, and crab bank. In ascending order, the respondents’
participation in each activity was reported to be 27% equally for fish releasing and
beach cleaning, 22% equally for mangrove reforestation and artificial reef deployment,
and 2% for the crab bank.
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Fig. 51 CRM activities participated by the fishers of Ban Ko Pitak Village

The frequency of the fishers’ participation in CRM activities was also evaluated as
shown in Fig. 52, which indicates that 76% of the respondents always joined the
beach cleaning activity. However, the respondents rarely participate in crab bank and
mangrove reforestation activities (100% and 46%, respectively).
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Fig. 52 Frequency of Ban Ko Pitak Village fishers’ participation in CRM activities

Although the results shown in Fig. 51 and Fig. 52 indicated the same number of
fishers who participated in fish releasing and beach cleaning, but the frequency had
been different. The frequency of the local fishers’ participation in beach cleaning was
quite high, while the number of fishers joining the fish releasing activity has been
slightly lower but they always join the activity. The fishers’ participation has been
quite rare in mangrove reforestation because mangrove trees are not local resources in
the area. However, they also joined this activity when the adjacent village invited or
informed them of the organized mangrove reforestation activity, where sometimes
they had been asked to contribute mangrove seedlings. In the case of artificial reefs
deployment, local fishers indicated that they often participated in the past when the
DOF implemented the policy of small-scale fisheries development from 1996 to 2001.
Recently, since the DOF has no plan to deploy artificial reefs near the village, the crab
bank activity has become more popular since 2001 up to now. It was noted however
that the crab bank as a collaborative activity is no longer active after the local fishers
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changed the implementation of the crab bank scheme. The head of the village
explained that the local fishers have recognized and are aware of the importance of
gravid crabs. So when they catch a gravid crab, they will keep the gravid crab in the
small cage floating near the ladder of their houses. After the crabs had laid eggs into
the sea, the concerned fishers harvest the spent crab. In view of such practice, the crab
cage bank used as village’s cage has no more gravid crabs. Nonetheless, the
increasing awareness of the local fishers on the role of gravid crabs as well as the nonuse of the collapsible crab traps are positive signs towards enhancing the crab
resources in the waters surrounding the Ko Pitak Island.
8. Skills and Capacity to Work in Groups
The fishers’ skills and capacity are the basic factors that contribute to the success in
working for the local people’s organization and groups. The survey was able to
identify the fundamental skills and capacity to recognize the ability of local fishers to
support in the group’s tasks (Fig. 53). The respondents identified three major skills
and capacities, i.e. dedication (by 15% of total respondents), acceptance of
information and technique (14% of the respondents) and exchange of information and
opinion (14% of the respondents). Minor skills and capacity were reported to be
unnecessary in exchanging information with officials (11% of total respondents),
coordination between agencies, giving advice and suggestions, and creative thinking
(equally by 10% of total respondents). Few of the respondents had skills and capacity
in leadership and monitoring (8% of total respondents).
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Fig. 53 Fishers’ skills and capability to work with local groups

In addition, the survey also investigated the level of the skills of the fishers’
participation which were categorized into four levels, i.e. very good, good, fair, and
poor, the result of which is shown in Fig. 54. Of the three main skills practiced,
acceptance of information and techniques was rated highest as a very good skill to be
applied in group activities by 68% of the respondents, while dedication as well as
exchange of information and opinion was considered very good skills by 58% of total
respondents.
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Although most fishers have skills and capacity to work with the groups, such skills
could be limited in handling some specific tasks. Thus, they need some support from
government agencies for the implementation of some activities. Fig. 55 clarifies the
needs of the fishers from government agencies, where 31% of the respondents require
that the government should provide them with the information. Additional needs
necessary include exchange information and opinion, coordination and consultation
which were equally identified by 23% of the total respondents.
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Fig. 55 Support needed by fishers from government agencies in implementing some activities

In order to analyze the seriousness of the needs, the level of the support needed by the
fishers from government agencies was categorized into two levels, i.e. very essential
and essential, and were further investigated, the result of which is shown in Fig. 56.
Majority of the respondents (82%) cited that there is a need for the government to
provide information which is very essential for them. Likewise, consultation was also
very essential according to 88% of the respondents.
On the other hand, exchange information and opinion and coordination, although
considered also as very essential, where identified by only 63% (equally) of the
respondents.
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Thus, the needs of the fisheries for support from government agencies were mainly in
the areas of consultation, providing information exchange of information and opinion,
and coordination. These needs were considered essential to help the villagers develop
high self-confidence in handling the activities relevant to the development and
management of the coastal resources aiming for the better and sustainable use of the
resources that could secure their livelihoods and well-being.
9. Fishers’ Perception of Fisheries in the Next Five Years
Similar questions were asked to the fishers of Ban Ko Pitak Village as those asked
also from the fishers of Ban Thonkrog Village, on their perception of the fisheries
sector specifically in terms of fishery economies, aquatic resources, marine
environment, group or network, and fisheries community. The respondents were
asked to assess each criterion in the next five years, which were categorized into three
levels, i.e. better, unchanged and worse than now.
The result of the survey shown in Fig. 57 indicates that 75% of the respondents
expected that group or network would be better than now. Such perception could
imply the need to provide training and extension programs to the village in order to
educate the villagers in properly undertaking group works and in establishing a link
with other groups. However, the respondents seemed to suggest that fishery
economies and fisheries community could be worse than now as identified by 50%
and 58% of the respondents, respectively. This was a good sign that the fishers
recognized such scenario as it would facilitate the development of precautionary plans
and activities to reduce the severity of the worsening fishery economies and fisheries
community. Such precautionary plans and activities should focus on enhancing the
coastal resources and environment, to secure the source of employment of the fishers
and ensure food security to the village. On the social and economic aspects, the plans
and activities should focus on how to maximize the participation of the fishers in the
concept and principle of cooperativism in order to allow the villagers to share their
interests, incentives and risks based on mutual help.
On the other hand, 43% of the respondents moderately anticipated that the health of
the aquatic resources would get better. This perception should encourage the
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The villagers however can have more than one alternative source of credits, and do
not necessarily depend on local moneylenders. The second large group is the
women’s group, which gathered the women in the village and kept them united to
work together especially in developing their skills and knowledge, and become more
innovative and better. This would result in increased manpower that could contribute
to the development of the village economy and value chain of fisheries and ecotourism. Furthermore, a number of villagers are members of the other existing groups
in the village with different functions such as head of the group and group committees,
and as members, indicating that the local villagers are willing to participate in many
activities for the sake of village development and management.
The local villagers’ participation has been exercised in receiving information, while
they also participated in project planning and coastal resource management, but
supporting the budget was very minimal. Their participation particularly in project
planning and coastal resource management has been aimed at bringing a better village
development and resource management. The village’s tangible and indicative
performance has been demonstrated in their agreement to stop the use of collapsible
crab traps in their fishing operations in order to enhance the blue swimming crab
resource. Therefore, the local fishers are highly aware of the importance of gravid
crabs for the new recruitment of the crab resources. Even though they have stopped
cooperating with the village’s crab bank management, they still continue to release
their caught gravid crabs into their own floating cage near the ladder of their house.
The villagers also recognized the importance of marine environment, so they keep on
conducting beach cleaning to safeguard the aquatic resources and the sea as well as to
implicitly secure eco-tourism and home-stay activities.
The villagers’ participation had been consistent with their skills and capacity
particularly in terms of dedication, exchange of information and opinion, and
technology acceptance. Thus, their basic competence would help in developing,
managing and preventing any problems that could impact on the village’s resources
and environment. This exercise will be good and positive to alleviate the problems
that have already occurred now and probably in the future.
Conclusion and Recommendations
The demographic data of the two villages are fundamental information that could
provide the right and proper direction towards implementing plans and activities to
these villages. The data that concerned the fisheries sector primarily provide the basic
characteristics, capacity, effort, needs and problems that could impact on the fisheries
economic development and coastal resource management.
The information on the fishers’ skills and capacity could help in understanding the
area where the local fishers can participate in community development and coastal
resource management. On the result of investigation of the fishers’ skills and capacity,
many local fishers had been less involved in coastal resource management especially
in the decision making process, but they are involved in receiving information from
the government agencies.
Thus, capacity building on an importance, role, function and responsibility of local
people’s groups or organizations should be given a top priority and combined with
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any training roadmap. This training roadmap could be based on the concept of comanagement in fisheries and on the philosophy of sufficiency economy. Such concept
and the philosophy would enable the fisheries communities to sustain their local
resource base and secure their livelihoods and improve the well-being of the local
fishers and stakeholders.
The concept of co-management involves the sharing of responsibilities and functions
among the local fishers, stakeholders and government officials in a management body.
This is envisaged to help in developing and shifting the roles of local fishers and
stakeholders from being users to resource managers of the common fisheries resource,
which according to the Thai constitution such fisheries resource is a state property.
Along with the practice of co-management, the philosophy of sufficiency economy is
the best and proper guide to reasonably and moderately utilize the natural resources
for sustainability taking into consideration the social and economic limitations.
Reasonable and moderate utilization of the resources could be demonstrated by
avoiding the use of destructive fishing operations, and heavy exploitation that exceed
the potentials of the resource recruitment. In practice, these recommendations may be
difficult to undertake in reality, however all users and stakeholders should be
encouraged to agree and adopt these suggestions especially in performing their tasks
for better and sustainable coastal resources to secure their means of livelihoods and
attain food security for this and the next generations.
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